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ABSTRACT 

In many developed countries, the road tax system has been advanced and used extensively. In 
developing nations, however, RFID is not available for each vehicle. And it is still expensive to 
use RFID. Some developing countries use image processing to detect auto toll system license 
plates. But owing to elevated host device cost (e.g. computer), the problem has not yet been 
resolved. In certain locations, the implementation of picture processed toll systems is restricted. 
In view of these issues, we have created this project to host Raspberry pi. The picture processing 
and control of a full payroll scheme is possible on this mini-computer. A photograph of the car 
name plate will be used to sort the fare charges by vehicle class. A manual stand with operator 
will also be provided along with various automatic charges that manage the cars that have 
problems with any of the stand's automatic charges. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Annual growth in vehicles is over 10% and most of these are cars[1]. The manual toll scheme in 
Bangladesh has therefore become a real concern[2]. Because of its vast volume of vehicles and 
its high costs of execution on a large scale, Bangladesh is not one of the leading developing 
countries. The current government in Bangladesh has taken measures to digitize the amount of 
license plates for all cars[3]. 

This project can therefore be used by nations with digitized license plate numbers to apply for 
the automated toll scheme at a low price. Some nations have created RFID-based toll systems 
like China. Some research has been carried out into creating a toll scheme based on the picture 
processing, such as Vehicular Number Recognition System for Automatic Tax Collection. In this 
scheme the picture processing scheme based on raspberry pi is suggested according to the 
automated toll scheme[4]. 

HARDWARE USED 

This scheme contains two kinds of units. One is a machine toll system and the other is an 
intermediate tool. Both devices are internally linked via the RF transceiver. If the automated unit 
is confronted with barriers such as unlawful amount of vehicles, inadequate equilibrium etc. the 
car must pay toll through the manual scheme[5]. 

Raspberry Pi[6], NRF24L01, Wi-Fi camera and Wi-Fi USB dongles are included for processing 
in automated toll processing. Seven segment display & stepper motor are connected to the output 
of the thermal printer section. The picture from the Wi-Fi camera is received by Raspberry Pi via 
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the wifi network. And it defines the license plate number by means of the optical character 
reading algorithm. As the Pi is linked to the Internet, the number is transferred from the 
customer’s account to the server. The stepper motor rotates clockwise 90 degrees and opens the 
obstacle when it is successfully transacted. The display for seven segments starts 20seconds. A 
vehicle must cross the obstacle within 20seconds, and the step-motor will once again rotate 
90degrees against the clock and close the obstacle after 20s. The thermal printer prints a token, 
and for the next car, the system is prepared[7]. 

 

If any problem occurs the vehicle is indicated to go to manual terminal for manual toll payment. 
Manual system also consists of Raspberry Pi, as input here keyboard and mouse is used. 
Operator will enter the license plate number manually. The toll amount will be entered manually 
and printer will print the token. 
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CONCLUSION 

Raspberry pi based image processing is a new and advance technology which can open an era of 
computer vision. Other gestures and different types of image processing systems can be 
implemented in raspberry pi which will dramatically reduce the price of the system. But still 
there are some drawbacks like it has very limited memory which makes it difficult to store data 
and process database into it. If these obstacles are overcome then it will become a great 
standalone embedded platform for different solutions. 
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